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Discover the method of doing something from lots of sources. Among them is this book qualify Linemates
By D K Dunn It is an extremely well known publication Linemates By D K Dunn that can be
recommendation to read currently. This suggested publication is among the all fantastic Linemates By D K
Dunn compilations that are in this website. You will certainly likewise find other title as well as styles from
various authors to browse here.
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same book that you get right here. This is it the book Linemates By D K Dunn that you could receive straight
after purchasing. This Linemates By D K Dunn is well known book on the planet, of course lots of people
will certainly attempt to have it. Why do not you end up being the first? Still puzzled with the means?

The reason of why you could receive as well as get this Linemates By D K Dunn faster is that this is guide in
soft data kind. You could check out the books Linemates By D K Dunn any place you want also you are in
the bus, office, house, as well as other areas. However, you might not need to relocate or bring guide
Linemates By D K Dunn print wherever you go. So, you will not have heavier bag to bring. This is why your
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Life is going pretty well for Derek LaVigne. He’s playing professional hockey in Los Angeles where hockey
is barely on the radar, and this allows him to live in relative anonymity. Derek’s world is tilted on its axis
when he’s traded to the Detroit Wheels. Not only is this one of the top teams in the National Hockey League,
he’ll also be playing in a city that lives and breathes hockey. It sounds like a dream come true, but soon
enough it becomes clear it isn’t.

The reason for Derek’s change of heart is Trevor Ladouceur. Five years ago Derek and Trevor were
linemates on Team Canada at the World Junior Championship. They were inseparable both on and off the ice
and became known as the Wonder Twins. After winning the gold medal, they slept together. Trevor was
gone the next morning, and they haven’t spoken since. Now they’re together again, and the expectation is for
the Wonder Twins to help Detroit win the Stanley Cup. Much to Derek’s dismay, he realizes he’s falling in
love with Trevor all over again.
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13 of 17 people found the following review helpful.
Missed the Mark by Miles
By Gigi
I love when new authors write and publish M/M romance fiction. The more the merrier! And while I did not
like this book, the author did a nice job of writing it. It had little to no typos, there was no annoying jumping
around from POV to POV and the description of events was easy to decipher.

The problem here is the content.

MC Derek "Veens" LaVigne is a young hockey player in the NHL. 5 years ago he played on the Canadian
hockey team that won a gold medal at Junior Worlds with close teammate and lineman Trever "Laddie"
Ladouceur. The men enjoyed a great connection that spilled over on the ice that soon had their coach and
fans calling them The Wonder Twins.

On the night of their final win at Junior Worlds, after some cocktails for liquid courage, Derek and Trevor
fall into bed together. When Derek wakes the next morning, he finds Trevor long gone and doesn't hear from
him until 5 years later when Derek is traded to the Detroit Wheels, which is the team Trevor plays for.

Here is where things get rough. Trevor treats Derek like a leper or, more appropriately, like a third grade girl
with the mad case of the cooties. He avoids Derek at every turn and even refuses to pass the puck and play
like teammates during their games. The book is written from Derek's POV, so we get to see the constant
conflicting emotions in his head. From one minute to the next, Derek goes from lusting after Trevor, hating



Trevor for being a jerk and loving Trevor and the connection they once shared.

There was absolutely NOTHING romantic in this book. There was one sex scene at the 95% mark that I
actually skimmed because I was so disgusted with Trevor being a jerk for years and years and them suddenly
declaring his undying love to Derek, for which Derek immediately rolls over and swoons with mutual love.
Yep. Derek the Doormat.

There is not one thing I can recommend to anyone wanting to read this book. I do hope the author will try
again, but this was just a huge fail for me.

3 of 3 people found the following review helpful.
Good on the sport action, poor on the romance
By Relly
I love reading books with a sports theme, and this one was great in the parts that related to the hockey games
and training but the romance part of this book let it down.

Derek and Trevor meet 5 years ago playing on the same team at the Junior Championship. They became
inseparable and their closeness transferred to the ice giving them the moniker of "the wonder twins". Neither
of them knew if the other one was gay or not, and after a night out celebrating their championship win they
got together. Trevor disappears during the night and they have not seen each other since. 5 years later they
are both playing for different NHL teams. Derek is transferred to Trevor's team in the hopes that they can
reproduce the magic of the "wonder twins".
The story starts with Derek's transfer and Trevor's cold reception to Derek and progresses through them
trying to navigate through past hurts. It takes along time for the guys to finally get together.

My problems with this one came from the two MCs, Derek and Trevor. Both characters seem like they have
bipolar as the moods changed rapidly throughout the book. One minute they have a slight friendship then
back to arguing or not talking to each other. I really didn't feel any connection between them other than the
fist love aspect. I can't understand with the way Trevor treated Derek he kept trying to be friendly with him.
Trevor's about face came out of nowhere.

I also had a problem with Derek and this part is going to be hard to articulate. Derek spent a lot of the book
pushing Trevor to admit he was gay. Now in a lot of other books in this genre where the characters were
hooking up continually and one character was refusing to admit he was gay, I would be totally on Derek's
side wanting Trevor to admit it. But in this book, there was no hooking up. They got together for one night 5
years ago, and as far as Derek knew, Trevor had a girlfriend and was continually saying he was straight.
Who's to say that he wasn't bi, experimenting all those years ago or just living behind his own wall of denial.
So be it, that's his choice. Without the hookups Derek's continual argument about it felt to me really pushy
and kind of forcing him to admit it. I wanted Derek to leave Trevor alone and let him work it out for himself.
If Trevor didn't want him, which it felt like that for 90% of the book, Derek should have just moved on and
given up on his first love.

The women in this book were portrayed appallingly. With the exception of Derek's mother, who was hardly
seen, all of the women were written as the ball breaking she wolves. Surely there could have been at least I
female character that had page time written as a normal human being.

I gave this one 2.5 stars and that was due only to the hockey parts

2 of 2 people found the following review helpful.
Hockey romance between teammates in the big leagues worth reading



By Captain Rhetoric
Linemates takes us into the world of fictional pro hockey to meet two closeted players who once hooked up
in the glory of a gold medal, now seemingly worlds apart. They end up on the same team and the tension is
palpable. It is well written in that I liked the plot, the action, and the characters, and could feel their
motivations. The angry deep in the closet Trevor, who shows anger and derision because he is afraid to be
exposed. The love torn Derek, wanting what he shouldn't want. The jealous girlfriend. I even enjoyed the
hockey sections. It's funny. Some reviewers say there is too much hockey, but I don't hear that there is too
much running in the Harlan books, for example. If you pick up a hockey romance, expect, you know,
hockey. I actually thought the hockey scenes were too tame and not fleshed out enough. So there you go.
Different strokes... I pulled for Derek and Trevor to make it. There were few sex scenes, and it was mostly a
will they or won't they book. I enjoyed the ending, and it left me wanting to see more of what happens after
they make their main decision.
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